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Dissonance: (Part 2 Excerpt)

Kristen Stevenson, faculty lecturer, choreographer
Harry Sukonik, assistant choreographer
Music by Steve Reich (b. 1936)
Marie-Amelle Thenoz and Yasir Jones, dancers

Fumble

Maya Allum, choreographer and dancer
Music by Werkha (formed in 2012), Cube & Puzzle

Green Garden

Armani Colón, choreographer
Music by Laura Mvula (b. 1986), Green Garden
Armani Colón, Stephanie Marco, Marie-Amelle Thenoz, and A.J. Winegar, dancers

All Tangled Up

Sophia Perone, choreographer
Harry Sukonik, assistant choreographer
Music by Mulatu Astatke (b. 1943), Yëkërmo Sèw (A Man of Experience and Wisdom)
Zoë Brielle and Lourdes del Mar Santiago Lebrón, dancers

dead fly piece

Julia Asher, choreographer in collaboration with Peter Pattengill
Music by The Beach Boys (formed in 1961), Lavender (Take 4)
Peter Pattengill, dancer

Void

Leah Carpenter, Ui-Seng Francois, and Reilly Sheriff, choreographers and dancers
Music by Blondie (formed in 1974), Rapture

Visit peabody.jhu.edu for faculty biographies and upcoming performances and events.
**Inestabilidad**
Lourdes del Mar Santiago Lebrón, choreographer
Music by Perotá Chingó (b. 2011), Inés
Maya Allum, dancer

**Cor(r)al**
Margaux Nicolas, choreographer in collaboration with the dancers
Music by The Vegetable Orchestra (formed in 1998) and Mystica Tribe (formed in 2012)
Emani Ogiste-Hayes, Lily Perry, Jackson Rynd, Jamie Sisk, and A.J. Winegar, dancers

**fateful signs**
Zoë Brielle, choreographer
Music by Owen Boyd
Zoë Brielle, Alexandra Carioti, and Eliana Krasner, dancers

**Nova**
Margaux Nicolas, choreographer in collaboration with the dancers
Music by Michael Wall
Yu Fei Liu and Jackson Rynd, dancers

**Untitled (Work in Progress)**
Christian Denice, artist in residence, choreographer
Music by Slowdanger (formed in 2014)
Julia Asher, Chase Benjamin, Chase Fittin, Rebecca Lee, Andrew Van Allen, and Emma Welter, dancers

**Light Gets In**
Micah E. Shapiro, choreographer
Music by Cécile McLorin Salvant (b. 1989), The Peacocks
Maya Allum, Anna Cremers, Andrew Van Allen, and A.J. Winegar, dancers

**Les Maux de Tête Restent**
Sophia Perone, choreographer
Harry Sukonik, assistant choreographer
Music by Patrick Watson (b. 1979), Je te laisserai des mots
Marie-Amelle Thenoz, dancer
Vacancy
Noelia Montiel, choreographer in collaboration with Stephanie Marco and Andrew Van Allen
Music by Daughter (formed in 2010), Medicine
Stephanie Marco, Noelia Montiel, and Andrew Van Allen, dancers

Moondance
Jess Beach, faculty instructor, choreographer
Music by Van Morrison (b. 1945), Moondance
Elizabeth Chaillé, Armani Colón, Eliana Krasner, Clare Naughton, Emani Ogiste-Hayes, and Lily Perry, dancers

His Favorite Song
Peter Pattengill, choreographer and dancer
Music by Sergio Endrigo, Vinicius de Moraes, and Giuseppe Ungaretti, La Casa (A Casa)
Original sound

Short Skirt/Long Jacket
A.J. Winegar, choreographer
Music by Cake (formed in 1991), Short Skirt/Long Jacket
Andrew Van Allen and A.J. Winegar, dancers

Drive (excerpt)
Kyle Abraham, guest artist, choreographer
Restaged by Catherine Kirk
Music by Theo Parrish (b. 1972)
Peabody Dance Ensemble: Julia Asher, Camara Byrd, Elizabeth Chaillé, Chase Fittin, Eliana Krasner, Rebecca Lee, and Clare Naughton, dancers